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Yes*.

*) 8 Minutes is far from sufficient to deal with the subject in full – so for the moment the shortest posssible answer …
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Yes*, but…

*) 8 Minutes is far from sufficient to deal with the subject in full – so for the moment the shortest posssible answer … with some amendments …
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The ecological momentary assessment (EMA) is a research methodology that 

involves asking subjects to report on their thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and/or 

environment by means of questionnaires repeatedly over time in combination with 

recording additional information about e.g. the situation, environment, conditions, …

Brief History of ‘EMA’ approaches:

• Observing developmental phenomena (Darwin, 1877; Piaget, 1928; Buehler, 1930)

• Written Diaries for research (systematically deployed in the 1940s; Verbrugge, 1980)

• Ambulatory (Monitoring) Assessment (Holter, 1976; Fahrenberg, 1996)

• Experience (/Event) Sampling Method (ESM; Larson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1983)

• Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA; Stone & Shiffman, 1994)

Over years EMA and similar approaches have been used in thousands of studies mainly 

in the clinical and therapeutic field (e.g. research on mental disorders, drug abuse, pain, 

stress, emotion, behavior, health, …).

What is EMA?



Strengths of EMA
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EMA is based on 6 principles (Ebner-Priemer, 2009):

• Real-Time assessment …at the right time – to minimize recall and reconstruction biases

• Real-Life assessment …at the right place and situation – to enhance generalizability

• Repeated assessment …at several times – to assess variability and investigate within person processes

• Multimodal assessment …combining several data sources – to increase validity and get a ‘holistic’ overview

• Context-Sensitive assessment …collecting specific information – to evaluate context-specific relationships and dependencies

• Interactive assessment …asking the ‘right’ questions – to collect situation specific feedback

EMA Design types

• manual input based design (subjects themselves start to fill in a survey)

• time / interval based design (e.g. at 10:00, 12:00, 14:00, …)

• signal / notification based design (e.g. at 10:00, 11:47, 14:16, …)

• event based design (e.g. if RMS >65dB & <75dB)

• combined designs



EMA vs. conventional paper-pencil questionnaires
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With conventionally used paper-pencil questionnaires, you never know which event(s) or situation(s) a subject really describes: 

• most common events

• most important events

• most extrem events

• the very first event

• the very last event

• …but you can be sure: only these events, the subjects is able to remember

EMA is intended to draw many samples (real-time, real-life, repeated) in order to capture many situations and allows

• observation of dynamic processes (but also here «sampling theorem» has to be considered)

• discovering sequence of events → input for causal interpretation

Advantage of EMA



Handling complex Questionnaires
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Complexity of a questionnaire can be reduced for 

subjects by answer-dependent navigation / tailoring 

(context-sensitive, interactive):

Shortest path: 5 questions

Longest path: ~15 questions

Advantage of EMA



Factors to consider when using EMA
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• Compliance

The willingness to participate may be impaired by situational constraints, lapses of motivation, simple forgetting (be aware of backfilling).

Ultimately it’s the subject who decides whether to fill in a survey or not, but basically for some situations EMA is more or less «blind». In some 

cases subjects may be less likely to respond, e.g. in the evening, at home or at places where signalling can be disruptive, e.g. church, theatre 

performance, concert, romantic dinner, driving a car, …

• Reactivity (Psychologists version of «Heisenberg’s Unvertainty Principle»)

The act of measuring impacts (and modifies) the assessment of a situation. This may affect the subject self, but surrounding others as well 

(e.g. church, classroom, meetings). Alarms and notifications interrupt situations, activities, conversations, and work.

Reactivity can be produced by the methodology used to collect data (invasiveness of the method) by the content of the assessment.

Do subjects become more sensitive to certain aspects when they often answer certain questions? (Frequency-Effect; Parducci)

• Motivation

A common observation is, that motivation is high at the beginning of a study, but decreases significantly after some days / weeks. 

The longer a survey is, the more motivation may decline. 

• Retrospection Effect, Recall-Bias, Reconstruction Bias

Memory relies on a variety of heuristic strategies and mental shortcuts and is prone to errors and biases. 

The closer the survey to the event, the smaller recall or reconstruction bias («retroactive recostrution»).

Factors on the subject’s side



Factors to consider when using EMA
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• Description capabilty of the subject: What can subjects report? Do I ask the right questions? Can they be answered by the user? 

Avoid technical language, use everyday language. Basically subjects will alway try the give an answer, even if they do not understand the 

question or if they only think they have understood the question – this impacts the validity of answers.

• Temporal aspects: Frequency of survey, number of questions and answers, duration of field phase.

• The more questions and the longer the survey, the lower the compliance

• The more response alternatives, the more details can be collected, but the more tedious to find the right answer.

• The longer the field phase, the less frequently subjects fill in a survey: either because of less motivation or because everything is already said.

• Instruction, Introduction: A good way to check whether the goal of the study and all questions are clearly understood. 

Good instructions also help to increase motivation to fill in surveys, even if it is inconvenient.

Factors on the subject’s side



Exemplary Study
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Question: Can EMA be used to measure differences in performance with and without HAs in older adults with a mild hearing loss?

Subjects: 10 Participants: Age 57-81; 4 Female, 6 Male; Length of hearing difficulties: 2-20 years

Study Design (ABA):

• Appointment 1 collecting demographic information, audiological assessment, written informed consent

• Baseline (A) 7 days without Hearing Aids / target: 3 EMA surveys/day

• Appointment 2 fitting Hearing Aids (miniBTE, open dome, NAL/NL2)

• Intervention (B) 14 days with Hearing Aids / target: 3 EMA surveys/day

• Withdrawal (A) 7 days without Hearing Aids / target: 3 EMA surveys/day

• Appointment 3 debriefing

EMA survey: 16 questions about listening activity, characteristics of the current listening event, hearing performance

Survey trigger: time-based (every ~4 hours) & manually by the subjects

EMA app run on a Motorola G smartphone

Subjects were instructed, how to use smartphone and EMA app

Timmer, Hickson, Launer (2018): Do Hearng Aids Address Real-World Hearing Difficulties for 

Adults with Mild Hearing Impairment?



Exemplary Study - Results
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860 listening events were collected (43-112 per subject) over 4 weeks

Results & Conclusion: 

• Significantly better speech understanding and less listening effort ‘with Hearing Aids’ compared to ‘without Hearing Aids’.

• EMA approach is able to detect changes in self-rated hearing performance with vs. without Hearing Aids.

Timmer, Hickson, Launer (2018): Do Hearng Aids Address Real-World Hearing Difficulties for 

Adults with Mild Hearing Impairment?

How much speech did you understand 

during the listening event?

How much effort did you have to put in to 

listen effectively?

Do you feel that any difficulty with your 

hearing negatively affected of hampered 

communication?
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Is there another comparable method like EMA?
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Is there another comparable method like EMA?
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No*.

*) at least to my current knowledge … and without «but».
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